Student Success District
Bear Down Gym Preservation & Renovation

Construction Update - Week of April 26, 2021

Inside the main entrance standing on the historic gym floor, looking south. Level 3 framing and level 2 overhead ductwork rough-in underway.

Concrete trucks for the level 1 slab on grade in the Bear Down Gym. FUN FACT: Concrete is typically placed at night in Arizona so hot temperatures do not interfere with the curing process. Night placements are also often required due to concrete availability for large quantity orders.
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Level 3 framing and ductwork progress, level 2 is set for more overhead rough-in, and the second to last level 1 concrete floor placement in action!

The diagonal building braces have been removed now that the structural steel and elevated concrete decks have been completed inside the building. Bridges will be added to connect Bear Down Gym to the new Bartlett building.

Level 3 east framing has been completed along with the overhead rough-in for the mechanical work, plumbing, electrical, and fire sprinkler systems!! The ceilings will be installed next, followed by the meeting room and corridor drywall.